New Japanese database: Gunsho ruij?

February 11, 2015

Thanks to all of you who supported the purchase of the database. We are happy to announce the new available database *Gunsho ruij?* (????) to Yale University community.

URL: [http://japanknowledge.com/lib/shelf/gunshoruiju/?5](http://japanknowledge.com/lib/shelf/gunshoruiju/?5) [1]

PLEASE NOTE:
If you have an issue to connect other JapanKnowledge contents like ???????, ?? ????????? and ?????????, please log out once and log in back to the databases using the separate url ([http://japanknowledge.com/library/](http://japanknowledge.com/library/)) [2]).

**About Gunsho Ruij? ????? online**
This set consists of important collections relating to Japanese literary classics and historical records in a variety of areas such as history, literature & language, religion, customs, art, performing art, education, politics, economics, law and geography, etc. The database provides full-text search function of this very authoritative reference sources.

For more information on the database please go to the link below:
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